
Planting

the Seeds 

of Learning

One Child At A Time



How will we 
provide for an environment 
of exploration?  



How will we foster a learning 
community  in the classroom?

Have You Filled a Bucket Today by Carol McCloud

http://www.bing.com/shopping/have-you-filled-a-bucket-today-a-guide-to-daily-happiness-for-kids/where-to-buy/16949CFD898327732CE3?q=Have+you+filled+a+bucket+today&FORM=HURE


What will the physical environment
be......Tables  or Desks?  

How will they manage their “STUFF”? 



How will we provide for
Differentiated Instruction?



Discovery is a key element .....  



Students have input and get to make
changes in the classroom to make 
learning even better .  



Learning is at their pace with
the student having ownership 
to their learning.  



Creating ownership is key.  



Their choice of vocabulary is more 
advanced than the curriculum .  



They enjoy words and love
learning new vocabulary!!!  



How do we engage students in meaningful learning and still 
teach the state standards, text book curriculum 
and district curriculum?



First we look at the district learning goals and state learning
standards...and we look for common themes.......



Apples
Popcorn
Seeds
Roots, Stems and Leaves
Habitats
Life Cycles
Invertebrates
Arthropods
Arachnids
Amphibians... Frogs
Reptiles
Skeletal System
Mammals
Birds
Nutrition
Solids.. Liquids.. Gases
Light

Motion…Balls and Ramps
Motion …How Sound Travels
Oceans
Penguins
Magnets
Rocks/Minerals 
Fossils 
Dinosaurs
Iditarod 
Stargazing
Sun and Moon
Weather
Water Resources
Earth Day
Conservation
Bubbles
Camping

Common Themes



How do we develop a weekly theme?



1. Explore all the fiction and nonfiction 

books available on our theme. 

2. Create science, writing, math, 
reading, listening, and technology 
centers around the  theme we want to 
explore.

3. Develop graphic organizers and 
writing prompts for the theme.

4. Design the assessment piece for the 
theme.  



Explore all the fiction and 
nonfiction books available on our 
theme. 



We search the school library, EIU 
library, city library and classroom 
library for reading options.



Start now building 
your own 
professional 
classroom library.

Nonfiction is the 
best way to start.



Create science

centers around

the  theme we 

want to explore.



Writing is always a intricate part of
our lessons.  



Again making connections....
“Water freezes at 32 degrees...”  



Create writing centers around 

the  theme we want to explore.



Students create the vocabulary 

For the unit....Child Driven.



Create listening centers around 

the  theme we want to explore.



Create math centers

around the theme we 

want to explore.



Students have ownership to 

the learning by having their

own lab book to record

their data.



We create real world 

applications to the

learning.







Their weighing and measuring was
important for their final product.  



Develop graphic organizers 

and writing prompts for the theme.









Our 

Tacky 

Stories











Graphic Organizers help to focus the learning!!!!



Writing activities are a great 
way to assess learning.



This is a 
basic 
template 
used to 
schedule 
Centers



Our Literacy Block has five main 
components......This allows for 

“Reading with Meaning” 

•Read To Self

•Read To Someone

•Listen to Reading

•Working on Writing

•Word Work
•The Daily Five byGail Boushey &Joan Moser

http://www.amazon.com/Gail-Boushey/e/B001JS10RO/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_2?_encoding=UTF8&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books&field-author=Joan%20Moser


Read To Self...practice, 
practice, practice!!!

Builds stamina, reads the whole time,  
learns the joy of being a reader



Book Boxes are filled with their 

choice of reading materials at their 
level.  



Read To Someone...encourages 
comprehension and fluency. 



Read To Someone makes 
learning fun and meaningful.



Listening to Reading.....
Allows students a reading model 
and allows them to work on vocabulary.   



Work on Writing ...gives meaning to 
reading and gives ownership to learning.



Work on Writing ...
gives direction to creative writing, too





Centers..... allow for learning to 
be shared and discussed.



Students can graph results 



Seeing Tasting Touching Smelling Hearing

Students use graphic organizers like 
this to record sensory words about 
apples after their taste test center .

...



During Work on Writing this student
is recording sensory words about 
apples after his taste test center .

...



Word work is phonics work, 

spelling or vocabulary work .



Centers are organized...... Materials
in tubs, center directions and engaged
learners



Centers are hands on learning...... 
Where kids can connect to the learning.



Individual needs are met 
with this approach to learning....



There is time for reteaching and 
individual attention.



Materials are prepared based to the 
learners reading level and ability.....
Everyone is successful and contributes.



More difficult tasks can be addressed
with one- on- one assistance.



Students are able to investigate and 
dissect the learning to make meaning.



Hands on learning allows for engaged
learning for everyone.  



Even though we work in groups....
individual  learning still is able to  
happen.  



Students are more on task during 
our center approach to learning.



Student learning is engaged and 
purposeful.



We have time to explore 
the fine arts...
Students explore painting
Van Gogh’s Sunflowers 
during our seed week.



Students are able to learn....



Students are able
to experiment....



Students are 
able to create
their  own 
unique style....



The 
Final 

Product

Is 
Amazing

!!!


